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Address Doppelintegral GmbH Integrale Planung & Softwaretechnik 
Baumreute 86 
70199 Stuttgart

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
oppelintegral develops and markets the integrated simulation environment INSEL. With INSEL any kind of model from the renewable energy
technology sector, the meteorological field, building simulation and communication area can be created. INSEL contains large data bases for
photovoltaic modules, inverters, solar thermal collectors and has an excellent weather data base with over 2000 locations wordwide. INSEL can be
freely programmed and allows you to answer all simulation questions, not just from the renewable energy sector. Some customer designed products of
the company doppelintegral have been created for easy design simulations of solar thermal cooling systems, photovoltaic power plants or inverter
sizes. doppelintegral offers custom design solutions for all simulations and communication tasks. More information about INSEL on the website
www.insel.eu
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